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Abstract. The analysis of Li i 6708 Å line was performed for 6 rotational phases distributed
over the whole rotational period (∼9.5 years) of HD166473. The magnetic field model was con-
structed based on the polarimetric measurements from Mathys et al. (2007). For each observed
phase the modulus of the magnetic field was also estimated from simulation of the Fe ii 6147 Å,
6149 Å and Pr iii 6706.7 Å line profiles taking into account Zeeman magnetic splitting. The
lithium abundance in each phase was obtained from fitting the observed Li i 6708 Å profile
with the synthetic one calculated assuming Paschen-Back splitting and estimated magnetic field
characteristics from Pr iii 6706.7 Å line profile.
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1. Introduction
High-resolution spectra of the strongly magnetic roAp star HD166473 taken for eight

rotational phases spread from 0.09 to 0.97 (Prot = 3513d .64) were analyzed to study the
variability of the Li i 6708 Å line profile. The line profiles were analyzed by the method
of synthetic spectra using a Kurucz model stellar atmosphere with Tef f = 7750K and
log g = 4.0 (Shavrina et al. 2006). The magnetic splitting of Fe ii 6147 Å, 6149 Å and
Pr iii 6706 Å lines has been calculated taking into account the Zeeman effect, while for
Li i 6708 Å line we have employed the Paschen-Back effect (Khalack & Landstreet 2012,
Stift et al. 2008). The magnetic field measurements of Mathys et al. (2007) have been used
to reconstruct a magnetic field configuration employing the method described by Gerth
& Glagolevskij (2003). This reconstruction results in the inclination angle of rotational
axis to the line of sight i = 15◦ and the angle β = 75◦.

2. Abundance analysis
The abundances of Li and Pr obtained from the best fit of observed line profiles

are shown in the Table 1. Magnetic splitting of Li i line due to Paschen-Back effect
is calculated using magnetic field parameters obtained from the modeling of the Pr iii

line profile. In this procedure we have employed an idea that Li and REE lines are
formed near the magnetic poles (see Shavrina et al. 2001). We have also estimated the
abundances of Ce ii, Nd ii and Sm ii whose lines contribute to the Li blend (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Abundance of chemical species at different rotational phases of HD166473.

Phase 0.095 0.26 0.39 0.58 0.64 0.69 0.94 0.001 solar2

log(NL i I /NH ) −8.20 −8.42 −8.23 −8.20 −8.24 −8.23 −10.95
6 Li/7 Li 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.03
log(NC e I I /NH ) −7.78 −7.73 −7.60 −7.63 −7.64 −7.78 −7.55 −10.42
log(NP r I I I /NH ) −7.76 −7.86 −7.82 −7.80 −7.80 −7.76 −7.60 −11.28
log(NN d I I /NH ) −8.00 −8.10 −8.22 −8.10 −8.10 −8.30 −7.97 −10.58
log(NS m I I /NH ) −8.45 −8.05 −7.68 −7.68 −7.75 −8.65 −8.25 −11.04
log(NF e I I /NH ) −4.37 −4.42 −4.45 −4.35 −4.35 −4.30 −4.45 −4.31 −4.50

Notes:
1 Results of Gelbmann et al. (2000), 2 solar data are taken from Grevesse et al. (2010)
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Figure 1. Variation of the mean magnetic field modulus (triangles) with rotational phase for
HD166473 (Mathys et al. (2007)) and its approximation (dashed curve) in the framework of
Gerth & Glagolevskij (2003) model. The magnetic field intensity estimated from the analysis of
Pr iii 6706 Å line (filled circles) and Fe ii 6147 Å, 6149 Å lines (open circles) accords rather well
with the Mathys’ data almost for all phases.

One can note that:
• all phases show higher than “cosmic” (−8.7 dex) abundance of lithium;
• some differences in the abundance of Li i, the isotopic ratio 6Li/7Li, and REE abun-

dances for different phases, and rather different values of the magnetic field strength
obtained from the Pr iii 6706.7 Å profile, can be explained by the different location of
lithium and REE spots, and by their different stratification with optical depth;
• the value of 6Li/7Li ratio can be consider as a parameter(measure) of model Li line

profile disagreement with observed one;
• additional spectra of this very interesting star (high resolution and high S/N) are

required to thoroughly cover the whole rotational period.
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